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Share revelation from 2017
What has God said and what has God revealed? – Conversations and
Visionary encounters relevant for 2018
What is the application for me the church here and for the wider church?
To live loved is to rediscover my true identity as a son in relationship with a
loving heavenly Father.
Agape love leads me to rest and remember his image and likeness redeemed
in us.
To love living is to express the joy of life from the place of rest to engage
creation in sonship
To live loving is to express the peace found in relationship as a son in and
through and to everything to bring restoration.

Son stand in My heart the place of your inception and feel the depths of love
that there is for you.
Embrace the vast sum of My thoughts and desires that are the womb that held you
and framed you in such pleasure and delight.
Son now feel the deep desire I have for restoration it is like the pain of being
separated as I associate with the groan of creation.
I reconciled the cosmos to restore the cosmos to mature the cosmos into its
full position of sonship.
Restoration involves the unison of the physical and spiritual, of seen and the unseen,
the temporal with the eternal.
 Time must be unified past and present restored in agreement to create
future history.
 Unified field theory is not a theory but a fact that the fullness of
revelation will only be unveiled to My people not the scientific
community.
Son the balance of probabilities is beginning to shift away from what has been to
what will be. Unifying and restoring the past will release the future from the curse of
normalcy.
The new creation reality will be unveiled from a mind that embraces deconstruction
to see true reality and all the implications of living with unrestricted renewed minds.
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Non locality and non-linearity will be the foundations of new reality thinking that will
embrace multidimensional reality.
I am therefore you are also. I am reconnected to your origin and your future.
Restoration must include relationship and time space.
History is but an illusion as the past as a fixed constant is but a mental limitation
formed from an unrenewed mind.
Son My challenge to you is to allow Me to remove all restrictions and limitations not
just the religious constructs.


I must expand your mind and its consciousness to beyond its natural
limitations to be restored to what I always intended My sons to be

Son there are no boundaries within Me, just limitless potential possibilities of
experience and creative expression motivated only by love.
 I created My children to be free and to express that freedom in the
fullness of sonship that is still My dream the intention of My heart.
The scope of restoration is only limited by your minds.
There is no end to the increase of My government and of peace and therefore
restoration is but a season within seasons that are endless and unlimited.
This is the essence and focus of our message; we awaken everyone’s mind,
instructing every individual by bringing them into full understanding (flawless clarity)
in order that we may prove (present) everyone perfect in Christ.


Son feel My heart for those who are resistant to fully embrace the new
because they have loyalties invested in the old.

The main issue will be one of government and structures so don't focus on the
objectives of the corporate but on the individual as a son and the responsibility to
rule to fulfil destiny in regards to the creation groaning and to restoration of family
and generations.
 Son humility will win people not reasoning. Share your heart not just the
facts.
 True humility knowing who you are and laying down your life for others
by serving their needs rather than your own will win the day.
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I see 3 dragons circling communities representing the religious, political and
the divisive spirits causing dissension to keep a partisan divided fractured
community from uniting for the common good.






The battle is to be proved right and the focus is always on the differences
rather than the commonalities.
There needs to be a common cause to unite My people so there can be a
kingdom purpose that prioritises over stream loyalties.
Son anything that is divided will fall and its fall will be a sign that
political solutions should not be the focus of My people's attention.
I have now shown that the UK is not united by politics but let it become united
by a passion for righteousness and justice.

Love is the only answer where communities unite to overcome racism and inequality
with loving demonstrations of united action.
Son red and blue are at the opposite end of the scale so it needs the colours in
between to unite them into white light.
I am multi-coloured that express the nature that shows unconditional love to all My
creation.
Son I am not partisan but I have red and blue and orange and green aspects
contained within My desires.
 Unite over the similarities don't fight over the differences.
 Son preparing for the harvest and equipping the Joshua Generation
must not be compartmentalised. What you do for the world in giving
away what I have given you is sowing the seeds for local growth.
 I will come upon the Ekklesia and shift it to feel My heart for those who
are to belong. Son if you establish the equipping track many will travel
upon it.
 It is time to prioritise and prepare the strategy for resources to be
produced. The media mountain and far mountains must focus their
agendas to make the resources ready.
 The exchange must rise and become the focus for local activity each
group reaching out from heaven to earth to call in the lost.
The law of walking in forgiveness
 I call forth those who are suffering the negative effects of guilt shame and
condemnation.
 I call forth those who carrying heavy burdens weighed down and oppressed
with sin’s stigma
 I call forth those who are living in fear hiding afraid of the angry distant deity
 I call forth those who are living less than lives trapped in the deception of
disapproval living for appeasement and dead works
 I call forth life changing transformational encounters with God's love
acceptance and affirmation
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I call for an open heaven declaration of "you are My beloved children" from a
loving Father to His oppressed and broken children
I call for the love of God to manifest the power of restoration
I call forth the manifestation of the true God who is Father Son and Holy Spirit
in loving encounters
I call forth the truth of God's loving nature to expose the lies and deception of
the angry archer
I call forth the light to shine brightly illuminating hearts and minds to the truth
of forgiveness and reconciled restoration
I call for sons to leave the bowed heads of slavery as orphans to embrace
looking into the face of their loving Father
I call forth the full identity of the sons of God
I call for the sons of God to rise up and take their places in God's royal family
unashamed and unrestricted
I call for the replacement of the ashes and sackcloths of the old mindsets with
garlands of praise, love, joy and peace
I call for heaven's angelic legions to come forth with scrolls, the mandates of
restored destinies
I call for the sons of God to arise and take their places seated and enthroned
in the heavenly places.
Son it is time for an increase in tempo.
Call out to the sons call to their spirits.
Call them to destiny.

Son walk with Me once again.
Father where are we walking?
Son do you want to know or do you need to know?
Father I desire the walk more than to know the destination. I want to know your heart
and the desires you have for me.
Son My desires run deep, deeper than you know or can contain.
Walking on the fire stones is where you can go to another level of intimacy and
revelation.
We walk to the river of fire and praise to see the intense heat of passion for the
purification of all God's children
Son where do think this river goes?
Have you never thought that a river of fire that comes from My throne brings justice
to transformation?
We walk along the river of molten fire as it comes to a waterfall of fire.
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I remember being here before setting this fire cascading down into what I thought
was the garden.
Son it is a garden but the garden that leads to the door of hooks iniquities deception.
The river goes underground here until it emerges again within the place of judgments
the so called lake of fire that forms a canopy of fire with tongues of fire as the flames
enveloping souls in love's purifying refining passion.
Here is where My love intensifies and overflows in flames as tongues of fire that are
counterpart to the baptism of fire that expresses My heart towards all those that
choose the DIY path.
The fierce heat of My love is expressed here within age enduring judgment that
brings pure justice.
Those here can feel the passion as intense heat tongues of fire sitting on them
designed to melt the resistance of men's souls and here it releases the anguish of
regret.
When a point of godly sorrow is reached the purification process can go to the next
level where love's flame the jealousy of My passion is released to reveal My deepest
desire for fellowship that had been veiled by the darkness of minds trapped in the
choices of self-delusion.


When the purified hearts of My children are revealed in gold silver and
precious stones the good news can be revealed to the generational
family lines when all fear is gone perfect overcoming love is released.

We walk beyond the fire stones part the thrones to see the river of fire sourced along
with the river of life.
There I see the river of fire as love's desire for pure hearts run parallel to the river of
life until it reaches just beyond the throne of grace and there it turns towards the
judgment seat of Christ where it produces a pool of fire before continuing to several
falls of fire eventually reaching the fire stones.
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Son I showed you water and fire and their opposing properties now you can
see the fullest extent of the depths that love will go for My children.
The river of fire and the river of life are but two sides of the same love mirror
images of My passionate love.
Son My fierce anger and wrath are but the mirror of My love and desire.
Son how this has been so twisted by religion to distort the very nature of who I
am.
Now is the time to expose the lies and deception of the accusations made
against Me that have deceived the world that I love with all My heart and all
My passion.

Father I seek your Wisdom over provision. Is there anything we need to do realign
with your will and purpose?
Son I am is with you and there are more important things that are your priorities right
now.
When I am with you my provision is with you.
When you see Me you see your provision keep looking at Me the solution and
everything will be clear.
Son bringing My people out of the wilderness is your priority.
This is currently a spiritual wilderness of veiled truth and distorted images but will
become a physical freedom when My sons will manifest heaven on the earth.







Son if the spiritual wilderness is not dealt with then the physical
embassies will be reflection of the DIY path and not the tree of life.
If My people cannot see the real Me how is the world going to see Me.
Religion has distorted My image, my character and My nature.
My glory My true essence and my essential character has been tarnished
dulled and dimmed so that all the world sees is a distant deity or impersonal
force and not the light that is constantly with them and in them.
Separation is the curse of religion and reconciliation is the DIY goal that can
never be fulfilled by self through works.
Religion is the frustration of it always being winter but never being the
Christmas of Immanuel God with us.

Son true immanence is the hall mark of relationship I am is in you and you are in I
am.
Being in union is not a goal to be attained a present reality.
The realisation of the union that already exists where the abundant life is overflowing
and abounding with limitless joy and boundless unending peace and where living
loved lavished with I am-ness overflows in the exuberance of loving living and living
loving.
When you walk this path there are going to be those who let you down.
You must not be distracted by such actions be prepared and ready to move on.
Son did you really have a mandate to go?
Your heart wasn't really in it but you were willing to serve.
I love your heart but next time go and look into the spiritual dynamics to see what is
beneath the surface.
I see the disconnect with what is shown and what is felt.
As the country is immature so is its spiritual government.
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Use this opportunity to work through the issues of openness honesty
and transparency practically by revealing the lack of true relationship
and trust demonstrated here but do so in a culture of honour.

Son rest let your mind be stilled and your heart comforted I am is still with you do be
encouraged to just be.
People's immaturity will be exposed by the challenge of surrender and
renewal.
Son deconstruction is not just of mind-sets and mental frameworks.
 It is of the veils coping mechanisms defence mechanisms that have become
prisons not only for the mind but for the heart.
 Fear is the driving force because they are still flowing the DIY path of cover up
because they have lost their identity as sons.
The laws that are made have consequences they are in operation and carry a
force behind them so use them to aid the transformation process.
 I call for truth to be revealed in the hearts and minds of all who are under the
attack of their own insecurity.
 I call for lightning bolts from heaven to be released to penetrate the darkness
of deception that veils people from their sonship
 I call for the exposure of fear that would cause flight.
 I call for the weight of the laws and statutes of heaven to come into force to
bring people to their senses.
 I hold people accountable for her commitments to government within the
Freedom blueprint.
 I call forth the exchange to rise up and rule in love.
 I call for the love of the Father to hold people closer to reveal sonship and its
responsibilities
 I take the verdict on the court cases against the fear of responsibility and I
decree and declare that the spirit of fear has no place to operate within
freedom's boundaries.
 I call the South Africa bench and government to relational responsibility and to
accountability
Fire of God's consuming love.
Experience the passion of God's love stronger than death.
A love that will not relent will not give up and will never let go of His children.
Expressed in a river of fire, a judgment seat of fire, the fire stones, the fire of the
altars, the passionate fire of God's presence, your personal burning bush.
The consuming purifying correcting fire of God's presence where we are all tested
root of torment is touch stone testing of metal to discern is purity. 1 Cor 3
Spirit of the fear of the Lord one of the 7 spirits of God is particularly connected with
fire and refining and the revealing of the scroll of our lives.
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The fire consumed my selfish motives and burned up my deepest regrets.
 There is fire in His eyes that penetrates deep into the very core of my
being with the most piercing passionate love.
Case to be presented to the court of Judges for a judicial review of political fear and
intimidation tactics operating within the “church” by reviewing the political culture
within the household of God judgment will be made first and then a case can be
presented to the court of 70 for authority to realign the circle of the deep and engage
the 12 Chancellors houses.
To receive a mandate to challenge and change the political retributive fear based
culture within the household of God.
To receive a mandate for a new alignment with love and reconciliation to be made
To receive a mandate to expose fear inducing false GOD mindsets
Administrate the circle of the deep and alignment of the chancellor’s houses
Align the precepts, statutes and laws of love directed towards fear based political
regimes
Release an opposite spirit that has attitudes of blessing not cursing
Open the windows so the ordinances of heaven can issue the orders for angelic
movements and for the lightings of God to be prepared
Open the House of Mantles to prepare mantles for ambassadors of love and
reconciliation
Invest new ambassadors of reconciliation who will represent God's true character
and nature
Open the House of Weapons to release the permission for love bombs to be used
House of scrolls preparing scrolls of blessing made ready for angelic legions to be
commissioned to win the hearts and minds of the people and the common soldiers
Engage the affairs of the Nations House for agreements to be drawn up that will
remove all claims and rights to use fear and intimidation tactics.
New agreements for the redemptive purposes of God for Korea and other intimidated
nations to be unveiled
The gospel of peace to prevail and rule in place of fear based religious tactics
The law of walking in forgiveness
 I call forth those who are suffering the negative effects of guilt shame and
condemnation.
 I call forth those who carrying heavy burdens weighed down and oppressed
with sins stigma
 I call forth those who are living in fear hiding afraid of the angry distant deity
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I call forth those who are living less than lives trapped in the deception of
disapproval living for appeasement and dead works
I call forth life changing transformational encounters with God's love
acceptance and affirmation
I call for an open heaven declaration of "you are My beloved children" from a
loving Father to His oppressed and broken children
I call for the love of God to manifest the power of restoration
I call forth the manifestation of the true God who is Father Son and Holy Spirit
in loving encounters
I call forth the truth of God's loving nature to expose the lies and deception of
the angry archer
I call forth the light to shine brightly illuminating hearts and minds to the truth
of forgiveness and reconciled restoration
I call for sons to leave the bowed heads of slavery as orphans to embrace
looking into the face of their loving Father
I call forth the full identity of the sons of God
I call for the sons of God to rise up and take their places in God’s royal family
unashamed and unrestricted
I call for the replacement of the ashes and sackcloth of the old mindsets with
garlands of praise, love, joy and peace
I call for heaven's angelic legions to come forth with scrolls, the mandates of
restored destinies
I call for the sons of God to arise and take their places seated and enthroned
in the heavenly places.

All NDE of heaven and hell in vision form are conditioned from vestigial memory and
still have to be interpreted by the minds framework.
Religious visions also come through filters and are interpreted in the mind to express
the horrors of the consuming fire as seen in Mal. 3.
I have had several visions of the place of the dead and all but one symbolically was
represented by fire.
When God spoke to me directly He used terminology that I had a grid of reference
for until my mind was able to receive direct revelation of the truth backed up by my
own testimonies.
Then God connected me to others who were also on the same journey of
discovering the truth to confirm things from many witnesses.
Son I have shown you both the restrictive nature and the deceptive aspects of what
is known as hell.
I have also shown you the stubbornness of man's heart who refuse to heed My
warnings and march on towards the consequences of the DIY path in lost identity.
Son I am a consuming fire and My love will never fail or give up.
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Death cannot and does not stop My love and cannot overcome the desires of
My heart for relationship.
Son allowing people to choose to go their own way is a conformation of just how
much I respect and honour the free will of My children.
It matters what choices are made and sadly the consequences are always painful
when My children go their own way but My love is always extended towards them.
Son choice cannot be ended by physical death as death has already been
swallowed up in victory.
The fire of My love will continue to consume all hindrances and arguments but the
final decisions are always My children to make.


Son this is where you are involved in My desire for restoration you can
reach those within your family generations by forgiving and releasing
them into My restorative love.

Son the restoration of all things really does mean all things and everything finds a
place within the consuming fire of our passion for relationship.
Son trust Me that I have a way that will not violate My integrity or the freewill of My
creation to restore all things.
Son every choice made must be faced individually that is why you felt the restrictions
and loneliness of solitary confinement.
The consequence of choosing to walk the DIY path will always end in being alone
apart from relationship.
It is relationship that is being rejected for individuality and that is the ultimate result
facing your choices alone. Son you have the ability to interject into your family
generations because of lost heritage.






Sonship is both your inheritance and your birth right and the
reconciliation of relationship must lead to the restoration of
responsibility.
Son your destiny and that of all My children has always been to be
seated with Me in authority within My kingdom. My kingdom is ever
increasing and expanding in peace.
We have made you in our image to be co-creators you to have been given
imagination and the ability to create reality but through lost identity you have
created only chaos.

Restoration of relationship will lead to restored identity as mature sons with
increasing capacities as co-creators.
As you become whole so will your sonship capabilities increase you are but
seeing through a glass dimly but the full light of sonship will shine through the
brightness of your rising.
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Son as you dance with Me within the mystic circle of My love you can become lost in
the mysteries abandoned to what is beyond even beyond.
Son let yourself go step into the mysteries hidden for you to discover.
Here is that which has been prepared for you from before the foundations of the
cosmos where laid.
Son here are the 12 stones prepared to cover you, the facets of Me made for you.
Each stone a colour frequency of pure light the essence of Me and to be the
essential essence that creation is waiting for to bring balance within harmony.
Son each other in combination that is your glory the essence of freedom that is both
sound and light and fragrance. The 12 note scale and the 12 coloured rainbow the
mystic cube expressed in person.
The 12 steps of ascension, 9 below and 3 above.
The 12 dimensions hidden within the dark matter folding space time into the
continuum of now’s mystic union.
The music of the spheres, the harmony of the dimensions, the alignment of the
circles, the sacred mix, the mystic planes, the restoration of all things.



Son this is the arising and shining glory that is yours to be.
This is the essence of you in Me and Me in you, you as Me and Me as
you entwined in glorious unison.

The essential essence of My precepts revealed and unveiled in the form of a sonship
that is the fullness of matured inheritance.
I dance with You the lover of my soul to the song of your love for me captivated in
the sacred dance moving to the rhythm of the beat of your heart.





Son this requires all of you not just some of you.
Surrender and abandonment is what is required not just to level that are
comfortable with but total and complete to all levels.
Spirit soul body in all their facets and forms.
The three and the four multiplied and added in the seven and the twelve that
make up rest in wholeness.

Son the key to deconstruction is relationship the reason for challenging the old is to
reveal the new relationally.
I am desires I am-ness with all My children and I want them all to know the fullness;
the height depth width and breadth of My love.
The power of love is unbounded and limitless and is truly stronger than death and
more far reaching then the grave.
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I choose all My children to know Me and I long for the kairos moment that My desire
is realised in each one of them within chronos time.
Son you have stood under the waterfall and been in the river of fire and you have
seen the fire in My eyes at judgment; release those experiences to others so all can
embrace the fire stones of destiny.



My ultimate goal within love is that all will be included in the circle of the
dance and know themselves only within My relational circle of intimacy.
Only within Me can love's true purpose be unveiled as My essence and
essential nature character M.O precepts statutes and laws.
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